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On July 11, 2023, the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Investigations and
Crime Scene Units were requested by the Guernsey County Sheriff’s Office (GCSO) to investigate
an Officer-Involved Critical Incident (shooting) involving members of the Byesville Police
Department (BPD), GCSO, and Jeremiah Wise (Wise). It was reported to BCI the incident
occurred at Wise’s residence, 114 North 9th Street, Byesville, Ohio, and resulted in Wise being
shot by officers and transported to a nearby hospital where he ultimately succumbed to his
injuries. BCI Special Agent Craig Call (SA Call) was designated as the lead investigator.

BCI was informed BPD Chief of Police ( , BPD Auxiliary Officer
(Officer , and GCSO Deputy (Deputy were the officers

that fired weapons during the incident. SA Call was informed Attorney Bob Sauter (Attorney
Sauter) would be counsel for the above officers. SA Call and Attorney Sauter spoke on the
phone and were able to schedule interviews for the above officers for July 20, 2023. Attorney
Sauter indicated the officers would be providing SA Call with written statements.

On July 20, 2023, SA Call met with Attorney Sauter and Officer at the GCSO in order for SA
Call to obtain Officer s witness statement. Prior to the interview, SA Call provided Officer

and Attorney Sauter with BCI’s Criminal Investigation Notification (CIN) form in order for
there to be no confusion with the purpose of BCI’s role in the investigation. Officer signed
the CIN and indicated he had no questions or concerns prior to beginning the interview.

The audio recording began at approximately 1228 hours.

Officer s signed written witness statement is approximately five pages in length with four
lines and the signature appearing on a sixth page. Specific quoted text from Officer s will
be used during this report in reference to certain parts of the incident, however the statement
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in its entirety will be attached for reference.

Prior to describing his involvement in the incident, Officer s statement contains
background information about his law enforcement career, current position, use of force
history, weapons carried and used during the incident, and activities prior to the incident.
Officer s statement noted he has never received any discipline related to use of force,
never before used deadly force, and the instances he has used force have found to be within
department policy.

In reference to the events occurring just prior to the shooting and during the shooting, Officer
wrote the following:

“I went over to the Crown Vic attempting to fall back to the rear. I heard “He's coming out!”
I took cover behind the rear trunk area of the Crown Vic. I posted the rifle on the trunk and
began to assess the situation. I observed Mr. Wise with shorts and no shirt on. Mr. Wise was
standing on the front porch of 114 N 9th St. He did not have any weapons in his hand nor
on his person. At that point I did not take the rifle off of safe. I observed Mr. Wise to be very
agitated, he was screaming and was flipping off. Mr. Wise was moving his arms
up and down repeatedly. I could hear Deputies and Officers near the porch verbally trying to
deescalate the situation by attempting to get Mr. Wise away from the house and towards them.
I then observed Mr. Wise going back inside the home. I was still posted up on my cruiser resting
the rifle.

An elderly lady behind me popped out of her screen door and asked “Do you shoot to wound
or Kill?” Almost immediately after she asked that question, Mr. Wise returned out of the front
door with a full size black handgun in his hand. I fixed my rifle's sights on Mr. Wise again. I
took the rifle off of safe. I heard statements from other law enforcement officers staged in front
of me saying “Gun!” and “Drop the Gun!” I observed Mr. Wise having the handgun up high then
down low. I followed the handgun’s movement. I observed Mr. Wise bring the handgun up and
towards  I heard one gun shot.

I was in direct and immediate fear for s life at this time. I also was in immediate
fear for the lives of myself and other law enforcement officers in the area as well as for any
civilians in nearby residences. I was aiming for the center mass of the front right side of Mr.
Wise. I squeezed the trigger three times, firing three rounds once I heard that first gun shot go
off. I then observed Mr. Wise spin around and fall to the inside of the home.”

In reference to the events occurring immediately after the shooting, Officer wrote the
following:

“I approached the home at the high ready position. I took cover behind a car directly in front
of the front door of the home. I observed Mr. Wise laying just inside the door on the floor. Mr.
Wise was rolling over front to back. His feet were facing towards the door. I gave commands
for him to show his hands multiple times.

The Strategic Response Team (“SRT”) team then approached and took position. An armored
vehicle was driven to the front of the residence. The SRT team approached and I fell back away
from the doorway. I advised I had fired the service rifle.”
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Officer s written witness statement further detailed the following:

“Mr. Wise by his actions in aiming his weapon at and posed a direct and immediate
threat to the life of I was in fear that would be killed. When I fired my
weapon, there was no less than lethal force that I could have used which could have as effective
in stopping the immediate and direct threat posed to from the actions of Mr. Wise.

My action in firing my weapon, as described above, was consistent with my training and
experience as a law enforcement officer.”

In reference to any previous personal or professional contacts with Wise, Officer wrote the
following:

“I have had no prior contact with Mr. Wise.” Later in the interview. Officer confirmed he
has never been on a call for service at the 114 North 9th Street address. Officer further
explained he could have been on a call for service at the above residence because he is a full
time deputy with the Noble County Sheriff’s Office and only works for BPD as an auxiliary officer
for special details, not as a patrol officer.

Officer s statement does indicate he viewed Deputy s body worn camera and
audio from s body worn camera after preparing the statement, however he notes
there were no substantive changes to his statement after viewing the footage or listening to
the audio.

SA Call noted Officer s statement indicates he was wearing a body worn camera during the
incident, however the camera was not functional and asked Officer to elaborate. Officer

said he believed the body worn camera was operating during the incident because he was
under the impression it automatically turns on in the presence of activated emergency lights
or other activated cameras. SA Call asked Officer if he did not activate his body worn
camera in an effort to conceal any actions he or others officers present may have made during
the incident and Officer indicated that was in no way his intention.

SA Call asked Officer to reference and further elaborate on the last line of paragraph
two on page four of his written statement, “I heard one gunshot.” Officer explained he
believed the shot to have come from the area of the front porch of the above referenced
residence, but he did not see who actually fired the shot. In addition to his own gunfire, Officer

explained he did hear gunfire, but did not know who fired at the time of the shooting.
Officer indicated he could not tell if the rounds he fired struck Wise.

SA Call provided Officer with an overhead map view of the area of the incident with a red
arrow indicating the 114 North 9th Street residence. SA Call asked Officer to mark with
a pen his location and the location of other officers present during the time of the shooting.
Officer noted his position as on North 9 th Street to the North of the Pearl Street and North
9th Street intersection. Officer noted Deputy s position as in the intersection
of Pearl Street and North 9th Street. Officer noted the position of as in the
roadway on North 9th Street to the Southwest of the above residence. The map has been added
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to the case file.

Officer confirmed he was in no way pressured or threatened into giving a statement or
altered statement to BCI.

The interview was concluded at 1247 hours.

Attachments:Attachments:

Attachment # 01: Signed Witness Statement
Attachment # 02: CIN
Attachment # 03: Overhead View
Attachment # 04: BPD Aux Officer Interview
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